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KEY MAP-21 AND 

FAST ACT REQUIREMENTS



Asset Inventory 

and Condition Assessment

Meets NTD reporting requirements

Mandates condition assessments

Establishes asset 

performance measures

Necessary prerequisite for Transit 

Asset Management Plan (TAMP)



Capital Needs Assessment 

and Capital Planning

Challenging, depending on data quality

Calls out rationale for capital prioritization

Mandates a prioritized capital plan



Complexity Adds Up Quickly, 

Even for Small Operators
Direct recipients with 

subrecipients

For subrecipients –

Join a Group TAM Plan or not?

Multiple asset classes 

» 35-foot versus cutaway versus vans

» Maintenance facilities and equipment 

» Park and ride lots, shelters, 

customer information systems
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TAM
More than Checking the Box

MAP-21 and related regulations specify the minimum Federal 
requirements for transit asset management

Transit Asset Management touches all core agency goals

» Safety

» Reliability

» Financial 

sustainability

» Customer 

satisfaction

» Accountability



Better Data and Information Systems Can 

Improve Asset Management for Small Operators

Example – Straightforward to 

transition from Excel-based bus roster 

to more sophisticated capital plan

» Forecast maintenance and 

replacement events

» Roll up events by asset class and assign 

capital project budgets

» Link to capital program development and 

grant management

» Link state of good repair investments 

to broader set of measures 

(e.g., on-time performance)

“I Know 
What I Have”

“I Know Where 
I Want to Be”



Requirements and Responses



Timeline for TAM Planning

• Requirement to set SGR performance targets

• FTA-compliant Transit Asset Management 
Plan (TAMP) due

• Alternative:   Participate in FTA-compliant 
Group TAMP

• Participation limited to one Group TAMP

7/1/17

10/1/18

10/1/18



Meeting Requirements 
for Smaller Agencies

Asset management tools can improve ease of reporting 
and capital planning – a starting point for more proactive 
asset management

Option 1 – Look for direction from State DOT.  Some DOTs 
may offer to sponsor a Group TAM Plan.  However, this could 
preclude agencies from pursuing solutions that meet their 
needs more specifically.

Option 2 – Develop your own TAMP, and leverage data from 
multiple systems (e.g., spreadsheets, free platforms and tools 
like the FTA TAMP Template, TERM Lite, etc.)

Option 3 – Hire a consultant to develop TAMP



Selecting the Right Asset 

Management Tool

Focus on principal needs – Capital budgeting, FTA reporting, and 

TAM Plan development

Flexibility in integration – Readily incorporate inputs from a broad 

range of external sources. Most agencies have accounting or 

maintenance record systems, which contain necessary inputs for 

asset management 

Flexibility in use – Readily accessible and easy to use for non-

technical personnel

Low deployment and ongoing use costs – Small agencies do not 

have financial and personnel resources to develop and sustain 

custom solutions



What is Open Source?

No license fees

No “vendor lock-in”

Shared investment 

Part of a community



Public/Open Source 

Asset Management

3 main Open Source Asset Management Platforms

FTA offerings 

» TAM Guide for Small Providers

» Transit Economic Requirements Model (TermLite)

Built with FTA Grant Assistance – TransAM
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Transit Asset Management 

Guide for Small Providers

Template for developing asset 

management plan for small providers

Simple approach with minimum 

data requirements

» Asset portfolio and condition 

assessment

» Management approach

» Work plans and schedules

Excel spreadsheet

Funded and distributed by FTA



TERM Lite

A capital needs analysis tool specifically 

designed to examine the effects of 

funding choices on asset condition and 

asset replacement backlog
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Addresses following questions

» What level of investment is required to meet a backlog target by a 

particular year?

» What differences in asset conditions and backlogged project levels should I 

expect, given varying levels of investment over a period of years?

Access Database program

Funded and distributed by FTA



TransAM

Equips agencies to

» Adhere to FTA asset management and reporting requirements 

» Efficiently plan capital expenditures to maintain SOGR

» Coordinate with related agencies

Created in partnership with Virginia Department of Rail and Public 

Transportation (DRPT) and Pennsylvania DOT Bureau of Public 

Transportation (BPT)

Scalable, web-based 

open source platform

Funded in part by FTA grant
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TransAM
Focuses

MAP-21 compliance, NTD reporting

Capital Planning, incorporating SGR

Regional and statewide coordination

Funding and grants management

Customizations, 3rd party integrations



Asset Management 

Across Multiple Agencies

Multiagency coordination streamlines grant planning and distribution

» Often performed by the state DOTs, but could be larger transit 

authorities

Consistent application of funding policies across grantees, 

ensures FTA compliance

Simplifies management and maintains currency of data

Provide asset management tool that agencies can readily use

» Simplifies training and support

» Leverage community

» Improve trust between grantors and grantees



Attributes from a 

Smaller Agency Perspective

Attribute TermLite TAM Guide TransAM

Current capital asset inventory Yes Yes Yes

Complete asset history No No Yes

Capital budget planning No Yes* Yes

Grant management No No Yes

SOGR scenario analysis Yes No Yes

TAM Plan Output Partial Yes Partial

NTD reporting No No Yes*

Multiagency coordination No No Yes

Scalability to agency needs No Yes* Yes

Cost Free Free Varies



Transit Asset Management
What’s Next

Improved understanding of asset lifecycles to maximize efficiency of 

capital and operating budgets

» Repair/replace tradeoffs

» Capital overhauls versus new

Quantitative data to drive maintenance program and procurements

» When and what kind of maintenance should I be conducting?

» Am I getting what I paid for?

» Which vendor provides the best life cycle cost/performance?

» Do my 40’ buses really need replacement every 12 years?

Asset management plans that are specific to my agency’s needs 

rather than generic

» Plans will require justification
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